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The Cornell Art Center is a learn-
ing and teaching center for visual
arts; it contains the classrooms
where students learn history, the-
ory, and studio techniques. The
Center also contains an accredit-
ed museum where students and
community members can come to
view the college collection as well
as traveling exhibits of Florida artists
and American arts. This resource
was made possible through the
generous support of George and
Harriet Cornell and the continued


















Brushing is the Rollins College literary magazine. It is a collection of
poetry, prose, short stories, artwork and creative photography. This
year marks the tenth anniversary for Brushing. We would like to salute
and congratulate this publication by offering a sample from the past
ten years.
Foreword
Library: an arena, bigger than campus, made out of
Books: walls made out of books, floors made of books.
You may: tear down a wall to find a book. Build a hut
out of: Fielding, Stryon, Keats. Make your bed out
of Plato's Republic. Windows out of Auden, Whitman,
Ginsberg. Stove out of Faulkner, card catalogue, the fuel.
Live in the Library! Vacation in escapist literature!
paper back brochures fall from the sky momentarily.
Do away with Dewey! make Winter Park Florida a Library!
As Auden once wrote, "It's entirely possible."
As Hemingway once wrote, "Why not?"
As Ken Kesey once wrote, "Let's do it."
As Fitzgerald once wrote, "Yes."
And I agree with them all. Except, don't make your dormat out of this








when we find ourselves
by the sea,
would you come sit
in the sand with me
and show me the shells of life you've found
that the sand and waves had hidden away
when i went looking.
and, if you trust me,
let me hold your soul
up to my ear,
so that i may hear
the secrets of the ocean





They all smile here —
Stranger to stranger.
Friend to friend.
All feel the need to express a studied sense of belonging.
On a smooth, nut-studded cement plate
We pass at ten.
You smile — I say hello.
It seldom varies.
But some mornings I lower my eyes
When you approach.
Some mornings your false friendliness is just added pain
To a day I do not want.
Then you pass by,
A jigsaw puzzle in your eyes
And I refuse to supply the missing piece.
I'm sorry (or I want to be).
You're so smooth.
So polished.




You know you never see anyway.
And I'll bleed on my shoes,
And vomit out the morning.
I have taken off my glitter.
















































due to the persistence
of the wind and the sun.
Those ever generous trees
offer another soft shower
in all fairness to those who prefer
rainfall,
As they release
the rain so carefully caught







The Annie Russell Theatre
1932 - 1982
The First Fifty Years














Mrs. Anderson — Carolyn J. Mapes
Mrs. Nordstrom — Karen Kluesener
Mrs. Segstrom — Debra Von Kirchgassner
Mr. Linguist — Charles B. Powell
Mr. Erlanson — Patrick W. Norris
Fredrika Armfeldt — Georgiana M. Overall
Madame Armfeldt — Connie Foster
Frid — John C. Tarnow
Henrik Egerman — Jason Opsahl
Anne Egerman — Jane D. Stoner
Fredrik Egerman — David Jon Gerrard
Petra — Wendy S. Judd
Desiree Armfeldt — Cynthia Miller
Actress #1 — Rhonda Sue Viveney
Actress #2 — Patricia J. Martin
Betrand — Randy Huston
Count Malcolm — Chauncey Parker



















































(In Order of Appearance)
Women of Canterbury and Nuns of the Cathedral
Elizabeth ANITA JAMES WILSON
Margaret RHONDA S. VIVENEY* +





Nell DEBORAH D. MORCOTT*
Priest of St. Stephen
Priest of St- John
Priest of Holy Innocents
Messenger of the Archbishop
Archbishop Thomas Becket





Knight Reginald Fitz Urse
Knight Hugh de Morville























The Board of Trustees of Rollins College sets
policy for operation of the entire campus.
Members include friends of the college, alumni
and parents. The contributions of the trustees,
both financial and personal, work to assure the
facilities, faculty and environment essential to our
education.
The TOMOKAN salutes Chairman of the Board
John Tiedke and his 23 colleagues who make






























Carl Edward Meyer, Jr.
Manhasset, New York
















J. Walter Tucker, Jr.
Winter Park, Florida







"I feel a special kinship with my classmates in the Class of
1982, because we entered Rollins together four years ago.
It has been exciting to share in the developments at the
College, and to sense that something quite special has
occurred.
I believe that Rollins is now on a trajectory, straight and
true. The days of disparaging newspaper articles and jibes
about fun in the sun and underwater basket-weaving are
over. In the next years I am confident that the strength and
quality of our College will receive wider and wider recogni-
tion.
I have never had more fun in my life, and I particularly
value myfriendship with the Class of 1982. I look forward to
a long and enjoyable relationship in the years ahead."

"Rollins has a special vision of the learner. It has a
long tradition of seeing the ideal student as one
who seeks what ought to be, and who takes per-
sonal and community responsibility for the search.
"In each aspect of life at Rollins, the student finds
situations that enable a liberated mind, that pro-
vide the opportunity for leadership, and that main-
tain human scale.
"Situations outside the classroom are as impor-
tant for developing a Rollins learner as are the ex-
ams and the papers. For Rollins sees the student as
a member of the community of learning responsible
for the continued growth of this and the larger com-
munity."
Roland J.B. Goddu
Acting Dean of the College
"We are teachers. We wish to help others learn.
This year we will offer nearly 800 courses ranging
from The Art of the Northern Renaissance to The
Human Skeleton.
"We are scholars/researchers/performers, with
interests ranging from the problems of fusion, the
chemistry of transuranium elements, Chaucerian se-
mantics, and aggression in children, to the difficul-
ties of researching paranormal phenomena and of
composing an opera.
"We do know that beneath the superficial hustle-
bustle, education works most forcefully in the inter-
action of persons, of faculty, and students. Our Col-
lege affirms and exalts the role and power of per-
sons, of unique characters, in learning".
Daniel R. DeNicola
Dean of the Faculty
"While we ought not to underestimate the
achievements of Rollins' recent years, neither ought
we slip inJo complacency. I believe we will be turn-
ing another corner at Rollins in the next few years,
and I'll give that corner a name: innovation.
"After strong achievements in academic serious-
ness, we will be ready for the next steps toward
new and decisive educational ventures. A college
of the highest quality does not model itself after
some elite; rather, it is bold enough to set its own
standards and devise its own systems.
"Academic vigor and educational innovation to-
gether may not spell 'relief but they will provide
excitement."
A. Arnold Wettstein




William Gailey Comptroller Annelle Shupe (seated) Cashier and staff
William Gordon (left) Director of









English (L to R) Nancy Hoffman (secretary), Dr. Steve Phelan, Dr. Alan Nordstrom (Acting Chairman). Judy Tarver, Cindy Davis, Dr.
Roy Starling, Dr. Maurice O'Sullivan, Dr. Barbara Carson, Dr. Philip Pastore
Philosophy and Religion Front: (L to R) Dr. Karl Peters, Dr. Hoyt Edge, Dr. Sara Ann Ketchum. Back: (L to R) Dr. Bruce Wavell









Dr. Lawrence Eng-Wilmot, Chemistry Dr. Persis Coleman. Biology Chairman
Ed Scheer, Biology, with senior Carolyn Feltus Dr. Joseph Mulson, Physics
89
Anthropology and Sociology Front: (L to R) Dr. Arthur Jones (Chairman), Dr. Pedro Pequeno. Dr. John Weiss, Dr. Carol Lauer. Back:
(L to R) Dr. Lynda Glennon, Dr. Marilyn Stewart
Economics (L to R) Margot Bladen, Dr. Camille Castorina, Dr. Wayne Hales, Dr. Ken Taylor (Acting Chairman), John McCall, Roy
Meadows, Jay Prag, William Hepburn, Bill West
J

Physical Education and Athletics (L to R) Tom Klusman. Dr. Gordy Howell Paul Harris, Gwynne Holland, Norm Copeland, Tom
Lineberry, Jeanne Kahn (secretary), Gloria Crosby, Verena Flanders (secretary)










2nd Place National Waterski Team
Back Row: Brian Lifsic. Mike Valley. Chris Bernardo, Bob Hughes, Ted Young, Steve Coon, Mike Morgan, Brad Nordford, Bill
Cirilli, Coach Paul Harris Front Row: Lisa Tumarkin, Cassie Hillinger, Kathy Surplus, Nancy Gotchalk, Susan Hagood, Cathy Popp,







— Left to Right —
Back Row: Craig Briggs, Larry O'Toole, Bob Affelder. Dave McBride Chris Young. Dave Seeman. Tom Latousek











Back row: Coach Mick Andrews, David Glitter, Terry O'Grady, John Holloway, Kevin Kynoch, Barry Pasek, David
Pearlmutter, Stewart Parker, Front Row: Steve Brandt, George Boyle, B.K. Cody, Jim Hanlon, Andy Levison, Jim





ROLLINS CREW 1981-82: Fernando Andre, Richard Appen. Todd Broseghini, Baxter Bode, Laura Bullock, Frank Chase, Donald Cook,
Preston Curtis, Bill Gaunge, Lowell Hansen, David Largey, Richard Levine, Paul Orech, Peter Ormsby, Karim Rahemtulla, Ricus




1982 Crew Team: Susan Arlington, Beth Barnhorst, Theresa Bender, Mary Delaney, Margaret Fanjul, Lisa Gonzalez,
Ann Kinght, Judith McEvoy, Cynthia Newman, Elizabeth Olson, Karen Partridge, Cathy Rodgers, Lisa Rodgriguez,




Assistant Kyle Rick, Ken Jucker, Craig Koppelman, Steve Waibel. Coach Tom Klusmen
MIDDLE ROW:
Ron Harris, Joel Fiser, Glen Braziel, Dave Wiesenhahn, Jeff Wiesenhahn
FRONT ROW:








Back Row: Coach Crosby, Lisa Malick, Lawanna Gelzer, Ginny Adamson, Mary McDaniel, Liz Hosford, Patty Mergo,
Jennifer Lawrence, Maryann Moriarity, Sue Doliner Front Row: Kim Schelpman, Laurie Scheffel, Kori Rae, Jenny Crisp!
Pam Thomas, Vicky Szabo, Tina Vergarax, Anne Harley

Womens Volleyball
Back Row: Robin Yuell, Lynne Wick, Lawanna Gelzer, Suzanne Patterson, Maria Smith, Debbie Knorowski, Middle Row:














The Alpha Phis have had some excitement this year. The "Swamp" really earned its name. Dana, Robin. Mary Sue. and Susan —
remember the night the paint spilled on the carpet? Especially Dana, how did that paint spill? And who set otf that fire alarm anyway?
Well, Dana was elected to scrub the paint and hose it off. Did your mother have any children that lived, Dana? Susan, Robin, and Sue
spent their time wading in the water. Brooms can be very useful at times. Sue got a blister. Come-on Sue — Toughen up! And Susan, AKA
"Bucko 1" — Where was "Bucko 2"? Robin just wanted to leave and go to FSU. But what's there to do in Tallahassee? Have a clue!
Anyway it was not a pretty picture.
And while all this was going on, where were Karen, Cara, Mary, Jeni, and Lisa? Karen was busy having an identity crisis. She was over at
the TKE house trying to find out if she was DVLS or KLC. Jeni stayed long enough to watch the others work, and then she went to sleep to
dream of road trips, swimming fully clothed and handcuffed with a pillow case over her head, as well as apple flavored shaving cream. But
none of those things are real are they, Jeni? Maybe you should ask the pledges. Cara's room was almost flooded, but she didn't mind
because she was staying at the RITz. Mary hadn't moved into her room yet, but she did help in the cleaning effort. She got tired of
helping, though, when somebody asked her: "Is that your face or did your neck throw up?" Lisa was in New York working on advertising.
Advertising what, Lisa? and as for Julie, our illustrious P.T. (What's that you guys?) all we can say is see what you missed when you moved
back home? The Swamp is definitely the place to be — as well it should be!
Inspiration week was a story in itself. I think all the new initiates survived. The question is did the actives survive? Lynne and Melanie had
to wash Marlene's car, but then Marlene paid her price too. Marlene, are you really supposed to wear your clothes when you take a
shower? Annie-Poo and Bish — since when do actives participate in pledge pranks? Oh, that's right you were just helping a good cause.
Kim Hill, Melanie. Lynne, Grey and Polly had a hard time trying to kidnap the president. (Who's Polly?) Well, girls, was it worth it to you and
your cohorts? She must have looked pretty funny in the pool. Thanks goes to big brother Barry for aiding the cause of the soon to be new
initiates Barry, didn't you tell your partner that security can't open people's rooms for other people? Especially not for lowly pledges!
Terzah. Judy, and Jenny Lowe — were you in on all that, too? Terzah was probably still selling M & M's! Christy and Kim D. missed the
excitement. Kim's our newest member and Christy was in London. What did you do in London? While all this was going on Louise was
entertaining her big sis's boyfriend. Val was trying to find someone to clean her room, and Jenni Feltel was flashing the frats. Jenni, did you
really have on a bathing suit? And Linda, how did Tony feel about being entertained by Louise? Better yet, how did you feel about that?
Maybe Helen will share Crawford, after all, isn't it share and share alike in the Executive Suite?
As for the rest of the Phis, while Cathy got engaged, Vicki moved closer to campus, but still never gets correctly informed about campus
events We'll keep trying Vicki! Kim McD had been running cross country while Jenny W. had been running cross campus. What frat is that,
Jenny? Kim's big sis, Elaine, keeps up the tradition of running, but she doesn't have the time to run on the team. Those guys on the first
floor Holt keeping you busy Elaine? And speaking of guys, we must mention a few of our Bordeaux Beaux. To Will, we just say "Ho, ho, ho!"
Tony's too busy fielding baseballs to come by the house while Kurt's just too busy. We haven't seen James in a long time — We're getting
together a search party pretty soon. The search may try to locate Willis as well — it seems he may be missing. For Paul we have one
question. "Are you always in a good mood?" Last-but-not-least Tamie hibernated all winter term, but we think she's still in the sorority.
Tamie, is honors worth all this? After all. you should never work too hard. And Maria — do you still love Mustangs? And where's Jennifer
Sharp'? She'll be back, is she too pretah for Duke, or what? We will also be welcoming Debbie Mathews back next fall as she has spent this
year in Spain. Hablas espanol. Debbie? I certainly hope so! Well, that about wraps up the news from the Alpha Phis and the seniors would
like to say "Goodbye and Good Luck to everyone".
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Good evening . and welcome to the 51st Annual Chi Omega Academy Awards. These masters of stage and screen once again this year
have made a wonderful debut on the Rollins Campus, so sit back and relax. The show is about to begin . .
.
Fanny Fenlon, who is snowskiing in Aspen, could not be here tonight to accept her award for Every Day's a Holiday, so Susan Hagood. star of
Endless Love, will accept for Fanny. The absentee list grows as Yvette is jetting around the Riviera working on her latest film Continental Divide.
While in France, Yvette was seen with her long time colleague Barrie Houston who was gliding and dipping to her Last Tango in Paris. Coming
Home, Kim Helms ran into Suzanne Patterson who was still riding the trail in search of her Midnight Cowboy. Our next award for expertise of
technical production for the movie Body Heat goes to Mamie Goebel. Best actress for this same movie goes to Tracy Walker, recently of Follow
Me, Boys. Let us pause for a station break but stay tuned for coming up is Cate Guynne who will review the newest flick All the President's Men
and Lisa Lambert will give us her rendition of Fiddler on the Root. We would like to thank tonight's sponsor. Shannon Hodge, producer of Blondes
Have More Fun. Also, a special thanks to Leslie Cain, writer, director, producer, set designer, technician, camera man, and actress of the
academy award winning movies Patton, True Grit, Fort Apache, The Bronx, Bite the Bullet, and Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs.
And now before we continue with tonight's presentations let us spin the wheel of time backward for a nostalgic look at The Way We Were.
Remember those golden oldies starring Jackie Peebles in Gone With The Wind, Kathy Mueller in Airplane, Maria Cannon in The World's Greatest
Athlete.
Now on with the show. We'd like to recognize Lynn Bovay for her outstanding performance in It's a Mad, Mad, Mad, Mad, World. Ranking right
up there is the longtime star of stage and screen, Beth Allen, for her appearance in Pillow Talk.
For you viewers at home, here is a preview of the awards to be judged later this evening:
Best Actress:
Cathy Allen — Diamonds Are Forever
Ten Maidof — Love Bug
Lisa Long — The Butler Did It
Robin Caine — Stir Crazy
Jennifer Murray — Since You Went Away
Best Supporting Actress:
Laura Coltrane — 10
Kristi Nowell — The Grand Illusion
Debbie Field — 2001: Space Oddessy
Debbie Pacer — The Nutty Professor
Kris Silar — Dance the Night Away
Best Special Effects:
Holly Duty — Every Which Way But Loose
Marti Whitworth — Funny Girl
Kathy Hart — A Hard Day's Night
Liz Muller — The French Connection
Lisa Pascale — Women in the Window
Best Choreography
Muffet Baker — A Star Is Born
Nancy Brown — Sound of Music
Nirania Roveron — Take the Money and Run
Smarty — Talk of the Town
Bev Gould — 9 to 5
Best Light Technician:
Pam Simmons — Call of the Wild
Kerri Scherer — Only Angels Have Wings
Karen Hollinger — An Affair to Remember
Abby Andrews — T for Two
Harriet Rodgers — High Plains Drifter
Best Costume Mistress:
Ann Curd — Dressed to Kill
Beth Cheney — Love Machine
Ginger Jackson — Riches to Rags
Freddie Welles — The High and the Mighty
Nancy Ludwinski — The Lone Ranger and Tonto
go Abroad
Best Property Mistress:
Janie Waltrip — Walt Until Dark
Diane Sawyer — Altered States
Virginia Averette — Up in Smoke
Sarah Hesse — Doctor Strange Love
A R — It Happened One Night
Best Director:
Pam Johnson — Taps
Kathleen McKay — Going My Way
Karin Deventau — North Dallas Forty
Susan Snyder — The Owl and the Pussycat
Jenni Palmer — The Odd Couple
Best Producer:
Sue Bremer — Little Miss Marker
Nancy Kroll — Flash Gorden
Teresa Bolton — Urban Cowboy
Darryl Hunter — Towering Inferno
Shari Rosewater — Tennessee's Partner
Best Musical Arrangement:
Maria Quinnones — Don Juan
Elizabeth Hagood — Ghost Story
Wendy White — Oh Godl
Lisa Oetjen — Absence of Malice
Libby Kotarski — Looking for Mr. Goodbar
Best Dramatic Acting —
Suzanne Long — Gator
Sara Kettler — Grease
Lynn Fitzgerald — North by Northeast
Executive Council — The Magnificent Seven
Well, this going to be quite a suspenseful evening, so please don't touch that dial. However, much credit is due to our producers all the members
of Chi Omega In keeping with our Fame we are still the largest sorority on campus and where our 72 members together can be considered THE
_HAMPS On behalf of our entire sorority we would like to congratulate our seniors for their outstanding performance in The Graduate. At the same
time, we are confident that The Turning Point for our pledges will prove successful for continuing the tradition of Chi O From Here to Eternity.
I
KAPPA ALPHA THETA
The girls of the Gamma Gamma chapter of Kappa Alpha Theta would like to welcome you to a tour of the
house! First wave to Mary M. alias Dot who is bouncing up Holt Ave. She doesn't have time to stop because
she is late for her date with Sony' Walkman. As we enter, the livingroom is on the left. In it we see Linda, Gwen,
and Kare listening to Kare's old album "Shady and the Puerto Rican". Over there, in the corner we see Kene,
Cindi, and Patty planning their next meeting of the KA little sisters. That out there is the famous Theta patio
with out Sun Goddesses Allison, Annie A., Kay, Kathy S., and Dawn in her designer bathing suit studying?!! We're
living proof that you can absorb the material inside the books by using them as headrests. Now on to the living
guarters. This first room is our dear Pres. Amanda. We can't help wondering if she's marrying Dan or Theta in
May. Next is our cute little sparkling clean kitchen and inside is Beth B, making her diet supper of Tofu, beans,
fruit salad and 1 at- of ice cream. Wait, that isn't a room its Pauline's closet, Whoops! Oh that's Pam P. swining
her way through a gallon of Oreo ice cream. What do you mean it's Beth's! This is Mary T.'s new single. She
and Robin J. are eating diet salads, while waiting for Cassie to finsih making their fudge. Across the hall is
Dutter's room. Ever since Sally left all she had been doing is getting Stonered. On the second floor we find Mary
A. in her pink and green bathing suit. Its OK Mary you can use your slip. Watch out here comes our most
beautiful Theta Carol. Flash those baby blues! Next is Kim, lately she's been spending guite a bit of time slurping
Marty-inis, yumm! Don't bother CUB when she's not studying or playing with Tom, she is teaching Julie W. the
finer art of Cycling. Jules when do you get the training wheels off! Be careful of that room it's Sherrie's den of
iniquity. What in the H — made you and Billy paint it that color? As we pass Stacy's room we can see her in
front of the mirror all dressed up with no place to go. How's your finger doing Stace? That's Lauren's room;
don't mind those funny noises; its only Lauren and Mitch lifting weights? on the third floor we see Vicki's
unoccupied room. There are quite a few notches' above the doorway but we can't figure out whether they
are for all the hours she studies or all the boys she dates. That's strange, the only person in Pam's room is some
old man sitting in a rocking chair. Those squels you hear is only Tammy celebrating. She got a date and a new
iron today. Alright back downstairs. Just step over Annie S . . . She sips a lot of wine but she never defies
Murph's law, sorry you only got to meet Robin's new room-mate. Well, we're back to the first floor. Don't mind
Laurie B., Jan N., and Madge; they are our local astronauts off on their own planet, as usual. If you take a
quick look out the front door, you can see Poppy toddling by on her porto-bike and there goes Chris B. in her
BMW. Did your Dad give it to you, Chris? Now let's go out the back way to the Pub where we can find Kelly,
Chris A. and Polly looking for men. Polly can you Doug it? Well how did you like us? They are a bunch of terrific
actives? Too bad you didn't get to meet our Aussie girls Ann L. and Alicia, but they'll be back soon. Oh yea,
you haven't seen all of us on the next trip you'll have to meet the ultimate of Theta, our Pledges! See ya next
year! Love from the three of us!
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As usual. Kappas came out on top and had another successful year. We managed to survive a new rush, party permits, Vanessa's
balloon derby, Tini's notes, pledge pranks, two Santas, Park Ave's and our 50th year anniversary.
Madame President Tini, were you able to practice your authoritarian role with Bob or does he roller skate on his own free will? Kappa
decorator, Leslie Anderson, why don't you take a leave of absence from work and come play with us? Nancy it seems you had a JOLLY
time all year between happy hours. Deli Dame Sue's been busy RIDING the storm out for four years, WEO! Maite will Vero Beach Jeff make
it to the final pref? Harpy, in your Alpha Phi pad I hear many good times have been had. Will it last forever and Chris will become a Dad or
is it just a Fad? Mary Lochner out of the kitchen and into our house, but we wish it could be said that she's quiet as a mouse! Joanne our
super scoper. all she wants is a guy to rope her. Madge our Jazzercise Queen with those limber muscles you sure do make a scene. Pam
and Lauren you've gone one step too far. And then there's Phyllis in her scholarship room not only studying as many assume. Elissa, how
come you only come out of your room to hear "Whip It"!? Our Bahama Mamas Debbie S. and Alexis have not been on the KKG scene
because their steady men are so keen. Allison, O.K. your thesis is done are you waiting for MR. TOOTSIE ROLL to come? Chelle, how does it
feel to graduate after four years of absolute "Wiglessness"?
Lady Di. since when did Kappa's start having Big Brothers? P S. Al. the front door light is fixed! Debbie Foster thinks Toffee is really sweet,
other snacks she will not eat! Pygmy Harding, doggone if we're all flying to South Africa for your candlelight. P S. Hou 'bout them doors?
Hendy, does Pete deliver Godfather's Pizza from your room? Debbie Hewitt, we're glad to note during the fall of '81 Miss Priss transformed
into the Rollins Date Queen and was ready for fun. C.J., why have you been SWINDLED out of fun with your KKG sister's? Anne Kelley, does
Kurt Kleinschmidt do all of your academic training? Chris, our Cuban bombshell, we never see you, does Jimmy have you in a KERNER?
Debbie Morcott, we're sure we'll see you skiing soon since you're hanging around that kid named COON. Sue Padian, did your homeland
make a permanent MARK on you? Karen, R.A. duties seem to have you wrapped up, will it take a Head Res. to get you unwrapped?
Vanessa, did you experience much PAYNE when you broke up with Billy? Cindy S., while we all slept 4 different men she has kept! It looks
like Gail's had LUTZ of luck with her man Ed.
Allison L. — Hey Orlando! This is "Ted the Sledge" who knows you've got eyes for him! Ashley, you never say much, but we all know
you've got BUFFUM in your clutch. Kim, we know it's not your Grandpa that you weekend with in Tampa! Club Mama Connie, how does it
feel to be the first woman in history to belong to both a fraternity and a sorority at the same time. Jo Day, you certainly have become
quite an ART-lover this year. Debbie Foote. our California bound sister, what's your sign? And don't forget your skates! Margaret and
Tammy to London you did go, but what you did we'll never know! Leslie Ginway — "hey you guys, has anybody seen my orange nail
polish'' It's really tacky and I can't find my topcoat either." Susie Murphy, our cocktail queen, how are you able to manage G & T's
and a 12.0? Hey Frieda, WE FORFEIT! George — "Oh Wow!" Our new found actress, who have you found to play your stage? Mary Beth
Williams, where for art thou? Get out of your room and into the world! Julie now that you're a woman do you only play with the PRO'S? HI
JEAN! Are you sure all that sweat is from running?
To Lisa P. and Allison D. who have gone their spearate ways, they will always remember their old Kappa days. To Dede, our grad.
counselor who breezed through Crummer, we'll all miss you, but wait until Mardi Gras! And to our little Kappa pledges, yes we like "Wake
Up" kegs at Phi Delt but NOT Vaseline on our doors! Goodbye and good luck seniors! Always remember: GIVE US WHISKEY, GIN OR RYE,




The mansion on the sunny southern shores of Lake Virginia stands even taller with N.C.M. under its roof. No matter where you find us.
NCM will always fly high. Because we're not of sound mind. Mom had difficulty keeping us in line. Even she was seen on the LEDGER of the
sauna while busy KAHNing his roomate. That's OK, for you in the first class . . . or else there's always Jimmy D., if Ian won't come through. As
for our seniors, Nancy was seen heading to NJ with Ted, but returned from Australia with a rose on her hip: and a seeing eye dog at her
side. Lynn, our most athletic member, had taken up golf, and had been seen chasing Ted around with a putter for playing on someone
elses green, but since CHRISmas, she's been playing at another CLUB herself. Claire — what do you get when you cross a bear with a
Duck? Not a yippy skippy We don't see "I" high anymore, she must have switched to MARTINI'S instead. Rita was MARKed in the bushes in
Dallas, you always look ready to us. so please dew drop inn. Although Patty was seen moving on Centipede, she never did get her piece
of the ROCK, so she guickly METZ someone else instead. Terry D. — all you do is work and study, is that how you keep your MARKS? After
tricks at the PHI DELT house, Lisa T. and Ted scored high on their biology practical. When the CHIPs are down, Maryanne always manages
to find another, but only ends up rePETWing herself. Tricia, take stern WARRENing — don't get caught sitting on the JOHN. And finally to
Jodi and Robin, the two zookeepers, keep around Horace, a cage around Phineas and Osiris, and leashes around Bill and Matt. And trying
to be different, Robin bought a BMW but too bad she couldn't use it to come to pledge Saturday. Wendal — who not only took
guiltmaking winter term, but also WEAVEing, we gues she's finally given up on BMW's it only took her two years, but how long will it take to
give up porsches? Lisa V — Walk much? in to dressers much? bloody noses much? Lose it much? WISE up will ya? Priscilla, once again
feeling no PAYNE or was it maybe too much?
.
. . and don't try to tell us your scratches are from walking into doors. Laura got back in line
and made a SPEEDy reCOOPERation. Then ther's Dawn, who got caught twice, once for tooting, and now for HANdLon her new tennis
career Even your brother is wild — Light Karen? Shauna reached new social heights when she went to the Merchant Marine ball, interested
in sailors now'' Kyle was found behing closed doors making Mr. MOJOE rise managing to find a LUP-hole when she should have been in
tom's COTT After an old RED headed tennis player, Melissa O'Grady has her sight set another. After returning from her Danny boy of
Ireland. Terry finds it just as good to sit and listen to Lennon. Karin D. — you want it? she's got it in her room — even a JOHN. After a token
affairCaroline came out with a few bruises on her neck. And finally to our only faithful hoover. Tracy. What are you, nut's?
NCM would like to welcome all the new hoovers, and we hope that they'll carry on the NCM tradition to their fullest potential. Long live
the spirit of Mini Midk and the Stubby Stones!
We would like to wish good luck and say goodbye to our Hell Seniors: Irene, Patty, Rita, Nancy, Claire, Lisa, Tricia, Jodi, Lynn, Maryanne,
and Terry
Special thanks: Housing Review Board, Park Ave Pub, TM's, the maids, eggs, the Stones, the chicken theory, Pableo, Mash Apt #6, gobs
of fun, as always Otis, and especially PKS.






It's been quite the year
. . .
our old-timer seniors are leaving here. They hung in for a long spell — thanx for the empty rooms and raise
some hell! Suite CINDY and CARE, it was great having you there, but the fits started again and Cocktail's chasing Indiana men. RAINA
you're backH It's time to get black! So sweep down the coast for weekends of the most. The phone is ringing, but PETRA's room is
swinging "It's for you," the punker, who could it be to get you drunker? Where are you. MARY MARGARET'? Rough Winter Term, but you're
right on target Feet up on the table, LIBBY, Libby has the label. Racing sisters to her own chair, once graduated would you leave it there?
Little Miss MAAL you're rarely in our hall. Please visit more often, at least before the coffin! Trainer SMITHLET. train 'em well! We've got great
pleages. just keep giving them hell?! Yogurt and cigarettes, just for WEISS. Working on Tony, please visit just twice. LISA BALZ. our
European commuter, too bad Florence is too far to suit her Thanks for finally moving in, SUZI, your purple will forever win Courtyard or living
room, that's where DAWN resides, but otherwise it seems like she always just hides. Last but not least is our Gonzo, who shines like the
midnight-lit candle when she maOe us all whine!
These juniors survived, yep, they're still alive. Only one more year and they're flying outa here. But until then they's chasing men Except
for KAREN, who'll be ready 'n raring With Eddie, she'll stay, yet will keep an eye on Jay. Another true to her classes, RHINA JAAR doesn't
need glasses, to see her sisters drool (in business they're the fools). Rhina tries hard to make her home, on campus so she won't have to
roam ROBIN knows of roaming, unlike pigeons who are homing. She wheels across the lawn, we hope to see her before dawn! NANCY,
right next door, "Hey Popcorn!" make some more. Studying French every night, only Paris could make it right JANI's stuck in the kingdom of
magic, but to leave it may be tragic. All these ups and downs, is there room for marriage grounds? Our president. TAMMY, all the way
from ALABAMY, has survived quite will without Lake Virginia smell. But never fear, for Lisa still lives near. DIANE, our long-haired VP, true to
her man she'll always be. Also loyal to Ma Bell after eleven she does very well. And at last ther'e AMY, quiet as can be!! Home across the
sea, I brought a fleagle with me. Too bad he's up in DC so there's no one here to play with me.
Our sophomore gang has calmeO from a year where they set pledge bombs FABIENNE In her room, at the phoneside we make her loom.
Earth, Wind, and Fire does blast whenever we walk past, and often a Haitian tune. Little THERESA B , who only comes up to your knee She
battles for rugs and yells at the thugs, while they row as if on the sea SUZANNE, Suzanne, who's your latest man'' We hardly every know,
cuz you never seem to show. Partying SARAH won't stop, each weekend to frats she'll hop Late night HBO, with Mr. Bill in tow, aren't you
glad we have couches to flop'7 ROBIN stayed home with old Dan, a very nice West Point man But once she was falling, cuz he wasn't
calling, we hope that they've found a new plan.
Our PLEDGES we'd never forget, 19 of the greatest, you bet! From the punk party plastic to the yellow kitchen, they're spastic, but they
haven't seen anything yet!! Just a few last notes, like the time we needed boats. Floating trunks did appear, too bad Physical Plant wasn't
near And we'ss send more thanks for keeping ice in our tanks — not the way we'd like to start the year





It hardly seems a year has gone by since my last return, nevertheless, it was once again time to make my
visit to the House.
It's the same ol story about a man named McTeir, he always gets in trouble after just one beer.
Eric never intends to get a bang or a slam, but he always ends up with Debbie, Shannon, or Pam.
Fred goes on dates which he can easily afford, the problem is getting the girl past his message board.
Stoney takes jokes real well they say, the question is will he Sybil today.
Dad was sidelined with a pulled groin muscle, for many a practice he didn't have the same old hustle.
Pieski was gone for a while from jolly old Rollins, but he's back in residence with a girl named Wallens.
Spanky has a penchent for being high on life, but is this weeks girl to be his wife.
Doe has a good time but it seems never with a broad, he does get his kicks as part of a demolition squad.
Bear obtains things and no one knows how, the question is who he has in the lower loft now.





Rookie was in St. Louis for winter term so he wasn't around, He came back to Steve's late night friend on the
rebound. Dapper is the perfect man for a Backgammon table, his problem is finding a girl willing and able.
Tony seems to find women he can take for a ride, living next to the door though there easy to hide.
Spider's smooth with the ladies always having something to say, the problem lies with girls he finds then needs
help getting away.
Brad's been seen racking up points in pinball of late, briefly stepping out leaving his room and his Theta mate.
The man they call Russ; Pieman, Kaggage Belly, did not get that way by eating peanut butter and jelly
Kimby's had trouble this year getting girls to call, It's somewhat understandable with the softspoken broth
shelly across the hall.
Rat's had an interesting year living in a poolhall its convenient though cause ther's someone there for his
hourly call.
Watt's got a hideabed and a lot of room it does save, Not that he'll need it hanging out in Christie's cave.
Living next to Stony we know must be hard to take but that ain't the only reason for going home winter
Creak.




Despite all odds, the Dixie Boys have weathered another stormy battle on the snowy, southern banks of Lake
Virginia for yet another RISE. McKean will never be the same without us and our 'mansion'.
Although small in number our senior class was a most distinguished group. Matt, on the 5 year plan, rarely
FLOwed from his apartment. Harry was married but no one has seen her. Orbie played PATTYcake while Walt
had the room but no one to fill it.
As for our juniors, Todd was a PAYNE except with the girls. Drew wheelbarrowed his FERS home while Jackson
went out for MILLER time. Steve went waterskiing and jumped Debbie and his roomate Dave found a Texan
with nice lipstick. Demario was too busy disecting to find a date. Chip and Dave, who?
Then comes our sophomores, such as Rieus, the hooded woodpecker who had no problem. Even hobbled to
sweet Polly pure bread. Sam was hidden but always got his women. Hauskey played student while Brad Forgot
hell. Wei-Wei got a job as a driving instructor for parked cars. Red Hoge was back but he didn't remember
about grades. And Hilton got so mad sometimes he said he would SUE.
As for our members down under, Qued had a MARY time abroad. Eric was SCHOTT and Nancy came to his
aid. Scott was into LEATHER And Peter couldn't find good looking girls anywhere. Wes took on the frat and
wanted his money back and Minter played Yoga bear.
We would like to mention the pledges but as everyone knows you can't put guano on paper. Oh well dog
eat dog.





Yup, Yup, See Ya Later!!
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J.B. — How do you spell Pott i/y?
Rick — A divorce; and he's playing the field.
Ned — How many feet do you eat for breakfast? (J.T. says four) Resign?
Tom — Doesn't have Hart, but loves the Chi-O's.
Baxter "damn I'm Clumsy" Bode — from Russia with Love ... a teddy bear!
Bill Gordon — said Grace at the beginning of the year and ended up with the Chi-0 sorority.
Donny — Like, Rush is key, I live and fall for it, you know?
Skol — The missing link. Skip "damn it I am smiling" Thompson — O.T.R. no more.
Chris Swindle —
. . . Well, thanks for the dues.
Coops — Who said soccer is a non contact sport?
TuTu — why didn't someone call me? Sagy our "ex-con" — "Telephone"
Mitch, are you changing Greek organizations? "Cpt. Cross Campus Team"
Mike — officers? pledges? rush?
. . . Whaaat? Am I in Sig Ep?
Timmins — The five credit cruise.
Peter — The Bell tolls for thee. J.T. is driving down Abbey Road, but who cares?
Party Fred — Final custody awarded to Uncle Mike !?!
Steve and Dean — you have the right to remain silent.
Joli — I didn't know plam trees were so expensive.
Porter — do born agains do it?
A.O. — Anna's bannana.
Derek — Couldn't get M.B. so resorted to M.B.-ing!
Hagan — been hashin at Robinsons.
Tragg — "9 3/4" so that's Tally's standards! But not anymore!
Ecoff — Aribba. Joe "B.B." — Barakeh — Can't they think of anything else to say about you? Always in Bush.





The Continuing TKE Saga . . . Our nation is still in one piece as you begin your second year in office. Similarly, Rollins Hall is still standing
united and strong. You must have misplaced the letter we sent you last year because we never received our welfare or foreign aid.
Please consider this memo a re-application as we need it now more than ever!
I'd like to take this opportunity to acquaint you with some of the members who, while only mentioned briefly last year, play a key role in
all fraternal activities. I'm referring to the 1981 pledge class of which I'm proud to be associated. Huxy opened his eyes for ten minutes,
managed to get a "100" from Camille and paid homage to the Grand Prytanis. Lori blew . . . dryed Mike's hair and made it stand straight
up but that wasn't enough so she molested two of Santa's elves at the Christmas party. Y-Y's brother spent most of the year trying to
gator his man into a manhole. Sultini (no-pini) has enough spirit for everybody and an imagination that plays tricks on him. Rumor has it
Vave, our Memphis boy, had been embezzling money from the treasury for a spring break rendevous in Colorado. Pothead #2 made
national headlines — DARWIN ON TRIAL — Next time he'll be more rational! (Maybe Bruce could help). After Pavarotti's death, P.D.O.
suffered severe mental anguish and took to sleepwalking in scanty pajamas. Wilma is still working on the patio plans . John is busy
delivering mail and hopes to someday replace Lucy in the Rollins post office. As for me, I'm ODDAR and I like wearing goldfish heels and
dancing on tables tops Mr. President, do you think it's B.F.I.? I say it's G.F.I., so G.L.M.F.!
Neophyte Mickey has brought good ole days into the House forever and Evan, our Frater with the partial lobotomy is living in sin with R.V.
(Thay. Thay, Thay)
We have quite an interesting class of juniors this year. Leading the pack is BuFu who can't wait until spring break when he's able to relax,
drink g & t's, shed his clothing and play with his flute-o-phone and Julie McCoy on the Love boat. T.J., our young I.F.C. President, wishes you
would ake Eastern the presidential airline. Our Video man is working hard on a tan. He wants you to know that he got an "A" winter term
for photographing sensual vegtables. Our Venerable Hypoweezer blew off his sacred duties to tend to more serious business: Nautilus,
picture taking, fishing, etc. Cars had a few Parisian flies. The Australian King is back and continues to bitch, belch and dip. Our dorm
damage co-chairman — Apache, who enjoys eating Quiche Lorraine, and No Dong Diaz are in full swing again. Trinidad decided to "bag
dat Mahn" and soc-her! And now goodbye to our seniors. The sperm whale spouted off at student court and hopes to someday be
"beached" with his secretary. The King got into med-school and won't be a poor boy no mo! Dr. Gonzalez (P H.D.) is ready to begin
production of "The Little Wenches". People on the second floor will finally be able to sleep at night. Mr. Clean is leaving and taking his
typewriter with him. Jewdan was last seen with Michelle at a private bagel brunch in the Bush. We'd like to thank Jay for the ice?!
As far as our advisors go, "Uncle Tom" drops in occassionally to teach us how to valet park and to offer words of wisdom. We also have
a new addition to the fraternity. Dr. Eng-Wilmot. He says that things are looking up for us, but then again everything is up for a man of his
stature
A note about our Little Sisters — We Love Them often! In addition, we've got a very bizarre pledge class whom I'm sure you can't
wait to meet (We should Have!)
Mr Reagan. PLEASE SEND AID!
YITB,
ODDAR, T.J and the brothers of Zeta-Phi




In the course of human events, there has seldom, if ever, been an organization with more spirit and a higher
social aptitude than the X-Club. We are dedicated to the fine art of D (Donating to Friendly Beneficiaries) and
in the pursuit of this and other equally honorable ends we aspire forever. In the hope that these traditions never
wane, we present here a little memorabilia of Club Wahooness: Jimmy D — Pinehurst remembers; The untamed
Pablo relives freshman year; What's the foundation of the Club made of? Rock; Dewey almost dies of
Bengalmania; The Wildest of all Bills; Shtouter — the Crazy Costa Rican; Robbie — a fungus among us; Hawk
turns his door into a wall; Mark St. Jean — Mountain Man; The Big Wave — you can be one of us!; Alden, give
us the high sign; Jess — Guy — V.P. and Club Conn-man; Ike likes The Pigs and powder; Stern Ern — how 'bout
a shuffle?; Zimmer — the closet KA; Kenny Harrigan loves Sea World; Tim Sedlak — Bad Head-Wack (again);
Jumpin' Jive Bender; Hey Charles! What's The Hulk say?
. . . rrrrgh!; Zang! What more can be said?; Eddie B.
develops an underbite; Dave Patterson — Mr. Miserable; Woof; Bill Larson — more fungus; Girard, you like that
short hair; Bernardo — still tearing up the water . . . and women?; Johnny Zero — X-Club Hero; Bill Perry — The
Meister; Adam Ant — Howahya?; Dan Baby!; Bruce — many weekends of ABR (Always Busy with Raycliff);
Shnargles, Hows life at the Condo?; Don Taylor likes his rocks.
Special thanks to: New Clubbers, Freshman women, Hot weather, binoculars, and last but of course not least
— Club sports.
Special no thanks to: Security after 1:00 a.m., Pinehurst and Scott Ashby.
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Scott Roth. Dan Richards —
Editor. Jerry Gladstein. Peter
Lindemann. Tom Taylor. Deb-
bie Packer, Nancy Roth and
Grey Squires.
The job of Tomokan editor is not an easy one. This year
was no exception. Yet, whenever times looked grim, our
staff pulled through. I am very grateful for their dedication
and talent.
I cannot mention everyone, but I must highlight the key
people responsible for this book. Special thanks are owed
to chief photographer, Scott Roth. Scott's invaluable pho-
tographic knowledge and talent give this book it's quality. I
also want to thank assistant editor and business manager,
Peter Lindemann. Pete took care of all the financial matters
as well as providing moral support and the frequent encour-
agement to continue.
I also want to thank the following people, for without their
contributions, the yearbook would not be what it is:
Jerry Gladstein (publishing advisor), Grey Squires (endless
hours of dedicated work), Tom Taylor (knowledge of year-
book layout), Krista Silar (typing), Nancy Roth (artist), Bill
Loving (fantastic pictures for the theatre section), Debbie
Packer (marvelous energy for the faculty section), and
Ober Tyus (advice and friendship).
The Tomokan is the product of a few special persons
working to produce a permanent memory for the students
and community of Rollins during 1981-82. We the staff pre-
sent it to that community with pride and satisfaction, you




From building a staff of 21 good photographers to all
night print sessions at deadline — it was a year of devel-
opment for the Tomokan Photo-staff.
It took a lot of trial and error, Heineken, and perserver-
ence to pull it off, but we built without a doubt the best
college photography staff!


























Special thanks to Bill Loving for his technical advice
and great photographs. Special thanks also to Ober
Tyus for those pictures we thought we'd never get
and that spirit that never failed to make us smile.
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STUDENT GOVERNMENT
Jeff Purvis, Cindy Hahamovifch, Cindy Harper, Jeff Giguere
Student Government this year seemed at times to move at a snails
pace, whereas actually quite a bit was accomplished. The student
senate voted in changes that would reconstitute the way students
were chosen to serve the government. Senators, under the new sys-
tem, would come from the classes instead of living units as they are
currently In addition, changes were made to the student constitution
which tightened up the document making it more assesibile to student
needs It is hoped that the next government will assure that the consti-
tution becomes available to every student of the Association.
The officers, I feel did an excellent job. Both Cindy Hahamovitch and
Jeff Purvis proved to be admirable in their elected positions. Although
they, as I, found that life in the SGA is certainly not all roses. As comp-
troller, Jeff Giguere, proved himself more than competent and current
reports show that the S.G. will remain in the black this year which proves
Jeff's dedication to the job.
For myself the job of president was full of lessons. I leave with no
regrets and wish future Student Government officers success To the
students I offer a challenge to become involved Rollins being a small
institution offers you the opportunity to create change, but you can
only be heard if your comments are voiced aloud
This year we created a new system next year and the year after you
can make it work




President — Cindy Harper
Vice-President — Jeff Purvis
Student Center Chairman — Cindy Hahamovitc






peer counseling to sup-
port the faculty advis-
ing program. Through
the examples set by
ACT members students
can gain insight as to





Kelly Oswald, John Kavan-
augh, Kim Prine, Frankie
Freeborn, Chris Mahone,
Robert Allen, Marina Nice,
Ray Fannon, Carolyn van
Bergen, Nancy Roth, Nancy
Kroft, Tim Steigla, Jane Duf-
fy. Jordan Pritzger, Robin
Yeull. Ed Campbell, Susan
Murphy, Michelle Valley,
Bruce Barber, Anna Abad,
Dave Shasky, Andy Moss,
Rafael Montalvo.
Australia
Each fall, Rollins stu-
dents participate in
overseas programs of
study in Australia. These
enjoyable opportuni-
ties for travel proviOe
the chance for many
stuOents to broaden





Union attempts to estab-
lish a stepping stone
through which the Black
students of Rollins can ex-
press themselves while
seeking to better the en-
tire Rollins community.
Brushing
Serious writers and art-
ists of the Rollins commu-
nity compose the con-
tents of Brushing, a Rollins
literary magazine. It con-
tains poems, critiques, es-
says, short stories, and art
work.
Dan Richards, Aldebran
Cox, Marina Nice, Dr. Car-
son, Pippa Boyd, Caro
Walker, and Nancy Roth.
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Chapel Ministry
This team gives spiritual
guidance for all students.
Their programs encour-
age moral ana intellectu-
al growth in the Rollins
community.
Dr. Arnold Wettstein.
Dean of the Chapel, Rev.
John Langfitt, Marc
Strauss, Rev. Bob Gibbs,
and Father Joe Calder-
one.
CHAPEL CHOIR is open
to all Rollins students and
reauired for all music ma-
jors. The choir performs on






The Rollins Circle K
organization is a ser-
vice oriented club
























ty to "make them-
selves at home" at
Rollins. These stu-
dents involved try to
make new students
feel at home in their
new environment as








ty among the Jewish
students on campus
and offers a variety of
educational programs
to the Rollins communi-
ty.
Fine Arts House
This house is an alterna-
tive to the major dorms.
They are located in Rex
Beach and are dedi-
cated Ao advancing cre-
ative rhought at Rollins. It
is open to any enthusias-
tic student wishing to de-
velop their talents while
helping others develop
theirs.
Kelly Oswald, Dallas Dunnigan,
Beth Cunningham, Jason Op-
sahl, Mike Dzwonkowski, Caro-
lyn Mapes, Carolyn Somes, Lin-
da Simpson, Cheryl Smith, Re-
nee Taylor, Sandra Frank, Nan-
cy Roth. James Bamberg, Caro
Walker (Pres.), John Kavan-
augh (V.P.), Patricia Johnson,
Evan Press, Bobby Davis. Not




The head residents of
each dorm work to
make sure that resi-
dence hall life meets
the needs of the stu-





and the rest of the
campus.
Ireland
Each fall, Rollins stu-
dents participate in
overseas programs of
study in Ireland. These
enjoyable opportuni-
ties for travel provide
the chance for many
students to broaden
their education away





















ing the cultural, educa-
tional, ana aynamic







Hung Nguyem, Ma Elena Pra-
dilla, Donald Evans, Elisa Por-
tia, Kathleen Reich, Christal
Haute, Fabienne Heraux, Vi-
viana Kune, Liliana Holguin,
Gus Annaberro, Clinton Sav-
ers, Vasilly Barberopodous.
AEISEC
AEISEC is the French




ment. Members of this
world-wide organiza-
tion seek to identify a
select group of stu-
dents who are seeking
careers with an inter-
national focus and train











The Newman Club is for
the Catholic stuaents of
Rollins College. Its pur-
pose is to bring together





work to involve students
in the current events sur-
rounding Rollins and the




Front to Back: Morgan Smith
Karen Simmons. Joe Adams,
Dawn Selover, Nancy Mclnnis,
Steve Balkevicius. Teri Arnold,
Hung Nguyem, Steve Reich, Ra-
tael Montalvo, Cynthia Dar-
rach, Pam McDonald, Suzi
Bridges, Lauren Barbieri, Mark
Peres, Bobby Davis, Betty Hall,
Terzah, Stephanie Jebb, Dana
Dratch, Mike Healy. Missing:
Dana Ballinger, Elizabeth Moss.
Cindy Hahamovitch, Steve
Brady. Carter Witt, Norman
Thomas. John Hokkenen, Mari-
na Nice. Mike Garvanian. Susan
Diggans. Maggie Minarich, Lau-




union is the body
governing all the
publications at Rol-
lins. It is composed of







Club is a new club on
campus this year. This
club, known as ROC. is
concerned with all
forms of outdoor activ-
ity. Branches of this
group include, the Surf
Club, the Diving Club,
backpacking groups,
scuba interests, and
many other natural ac-
tivities. This group has
planned a trip down




R-Times is an annual
student publication
that contains a calen-
der of all activities of
the college for the
coming year as well as
the Student Bill of Rights







ship in each of the
dorms living units as
counselors and social
leaders. The RA's keep
students informed of
the latest campus ac-
tivities and serve as ex-




Sandspur is the Rollins
student newspaper
which reports on the
college community
news, features, and
sports. The paper also
covers local news and
events which are of aid








sponsors all of the
dances, lectures and
























often known as the
Student Hearing Board,






ation's purpose is to
provide a democratic
form of government for
Rollins. It promotes







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Death makes Angels of us all,
And gives us wings.
No more money, no more dress,
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Cook, Sherrl L.
690 Osceola Avenue
Winter Park. FL 32789
Coomes, Elizabeth K.
3516 Pipes O The Glen
Orlando FL 32808
Coon, Stephen S.
Route 1, Box 72
Woodruff. Wl 54568
Coontz, Holly D.



















Ft Pierce, FL 33450
Cox, Catherine L.
2504 Dakota Trail
Fern Park. FL 32730
Cox, Wm. Kevin
















Altamonte Springs FL 32701
Crlchton, Carolyn S.
2761 Will O The Green
Winter Park, FL 32792
Crlmmlns, John B.
165 Long Neck Point
Darien, CT 06820
Crisp, Mary V.












650 W End Ave
New York, NY 10025
Crouch, Catherine J.
2002 Sepler Drive














2818 Quail Hollow Rd
Clearwater FL 33519
Curd, Ann M.
18 Elm Sea Lane
Manhasset NY 11030
Curl, Jorge L.
1 1 Merillon Ave
Garden City NY 1 1530




725 Middle River Dr







Ldke Sunapee, NH 03782
Daen, Matthew
4700 Langdrum In
Chevy Chase. MD 20015
Dampler, Mlchele M.
1324 Buena Vista Ave
Orlando. FL 32808
Daniel, Frances S.





















3030 Aloma Ave M9
La Aloma Apts
Winter Park, FL 32792
Davis, Robin L.
233 Clarke Ave





279 W Central Ave
Winter Haven. FL 380
De Chellls, Anthony J.
1976 Winwdrd Way






Winter Park, FL 32792
De Venuta, Karln E.
83 Wilson St






Winter Park. FL 32792
Deeks, Clare E.
1400 Scorpious Ct




















5007 East Preston St
Bolt. MD 21205










30 Brook side Drive
Pittsfield. MA 01201
Des Islets, Christine
311 Morse Blvd Bldg 2. Apt 3
Winter Park. FL 32789
Des Morals, Philip D. Ill
138 Reservoir Rd
Norris. TN 37828





Ft Myers. FL 33907
Dewey, Karen A.




Roslyn Estates, NY 11576
Diamond, Theresa M.
413 Sparrows Dr
Satellite Beach, FL 32937
Diaz, George C.
Phelps Dodge Intl Co
2121 Ponce de Leon Bl
Coral Gables. FL 33134
Dlclurcio, William T.
Union Mill Rd
Mt Laurel NJ 08054
Dickson, Thomas W




High Point NC 27262
Diggans, Susan
P O Box 1














5652 Old Carriage Ln
W Bloomtield. Ml 48033
Doll, Kathryn J,
5800 River Knolls Dr
Louisville, KY 40222
Donahey, Carol N.




Lloyd Harbor NY 11743
Donaldson, Stephen S.
P O Box 334
Williomsburg VA 23187
Donlan, Nancy L.
2605 Elm Hurst St



















Du Pont, Willis V.
1860 S Ocean Blvd




















311 St Dunstan Way
Winter Park. FL 32792
Dunnagan, Dallas B.
3077 Seascape
















































Elder, Samuel F. Ill
1760 Gaines Way
Winter Park, FL 32789
Emery, Janice M.
2917 Ambergate Rd
Winter Park, FL 32792
Emery, Viola
1613 Village Lane
Winter Park FL 32792
Ericksen, Llse K.






















5266 44th Ave N
St Petersburg FL 33709
F
Faircloth, Paul Jr.





Fajardo, Manuel V. Jr.
10121 Lindelaan Dr
Tampa FL 33618
Folk, Erllng T. Jr.
1055 Tuscany Place
















Marco Island, FL 33937





Westhdmpton Beach, NY 1 19
Feher, David L.
151 Kmgwood Dr






Odk Brook IL 60521
Feltus, Carolyn P.
551 E St Rood 436
Apt J9











532 S Ranger Blvd
Winter Park. FL 32792
Field, Deborah M.
24 Wawapek Road
Cold Spring Harbor NY 11724
Flneman, Mitchell I.
421 Ranger Blvd






Great Neck NY 1 1024
Fiser, Joel E.








Flader, Jack W. Jr.
2691 N W 1 19 Terrace
Coral Springs Fi 33065
Fluent, Nina E.










N Dartmouth, MA 02747
Foote, Deborah A,
462 Landfair Avenue








74 Cape Cod Lane
Barnstable. MA 02630
Fox, Suzanna M.
P O Box 694












P O Box 1 196

















8908 Iron Gate Ct
Potomac. MD 20854
Furash, Jonathan W.











West Newton MA 02165
Gallo. William K. Jr.
1837 Gnnneli Terrace























Studio Hill Rd Box 93B
Kent, CT 06757
Gazaway, Susan L.
Box 1596, Rollins College
Winter Park, FL 32789
Gelse, Bruce A.
1 Glen Abbey











1 Kettle Creek Road
Weston. CT 06883










1 19 Longview Dr
Cranston. Rl 02920
Gill, Klmberley A.
10441 Down Patrick Lane
Great Falls VA 22066
Glnway, Leslie M.
10 Ahwahnee Rd
Lake Forest. IL 60045
Gleason. Holly A.
4735-B Stork wood Ln
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
Gleckler, Robert Y.
Bouton Rd









Winter Park. FL 32789
Goddu, Teresa A.
488 Misty Lane








2500 Howell Branch Rd
Winter Park. FL 32792
Goggln, David B.
26 Glenwood Rd






Golden Valley, MN 55422
Goldlng, Bernard B.
8982 Isleworth Court


















1 150 Fifth Ave




Gordon II, William R.
2200 Thunderbird Tr
Maitland FL 32751
Gordon III, John F.
38 Byron Rd














32 W Point Dr





501 Burnt Mill Rd
Wilmington. DE 19807
Green, Raymond M.









2040 Northeast 194 Dr,






Glen Burnie. MD 21061
Grimes, Wayne J.
300 N Knowles Ave Apt 417









Floral Park NY 11004
Guerra, James M.
473 Ridgewood, Ave












16 Villa Rosa Terrace
Milford. CT 06460
Hagan, Timothy J.
453 Glen Oak Rd
Venice. FL 33595
Hagood, Elisabeth J.
1831 South Summerlin Ave
Orlando, FL 32806
Hagood, Susan K.
1831 South Summerlin Ave
Orlondo. FL 32806
Hagood Jr., Thomas A.












818 2nd St PI N E
Hickory. NC 28601
Hamann, John P.
8711 Southwest 51 Ct
Cooper City, FL 33328
Hanley, Carroll S.
16 Cherry Valley Rd
Grennwich. CT 06830
Hanlon III, James W.
676 Mountain Rd








1786 Selva Marina Dr





801 West Tropical Way
Plantation. FL 33317
Hardter, Cara E.



































210 E Morse Blvd 2-3



















Altamonte Springs. FL 32701
Hays, Martha Louise Y.
2140 Nairn Drive














44 Whipkey Dr SW
272



















Vero Beach, FL 32960
Holloway, IV, John L.






65 Seton Tr Apt 18








5000 San Jose Blvd
Jacksonville, FL 32207




1071 Wild Roost Rd
Gulf Breeze. FL 32561
Hosford, Elizabeth M.
1495 Central Ave.
Merritt Island, FL 32952
Hostnlck, Donna M.
1610 Highland Dr




Ft Lauderdale. FL 33304
Hubbard, Michael E.
1211 Wedgewood Dr






Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
Hunt, Jenifer F.
10808 Morning Mist Tr
Fort Wayne, IN 46804
Hunter, Darryl A.
3800 Gait Ocean Dr























Winter Park, FL 32792
Imbesl, Michael E.
P.O. Box 347




Irwin Jr., Robert L.
1900-14 E Rock Creek
Norman. OK 73071
Israel, Adrienne S.
109 Green Leaf Lane
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
Iverson, Kelly J.















































Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33308
Johnson, Jess E.
43-29 39th PI
Long Island City. NY 1 1 104
Johnson, Josselyn R.
767 Cape View Dr.
Town 8; River Estates































Upper St Clair, PA 15241
Jones, Judith A.
1125 Ashley Ave
Indian Harbour Beach, FL 32937
Jones, Melanle L.




Winter Park. FL 32790
Jones, Robin S.
315 Island Creek Dr
Vero Beach, FL 32960
Joseph, Lester J.





















St. Paul. MN 55116
Karplscak, Jeremy G.
4 Riverview Terrace
Belle Mead, NJ 08502
Karwatt, Steven D.






900 Bay Dr #226





150 Mocking Bird Dr









Cape Elizabeth. ME 04107
Kelly, Lynn M.
P O Box N10379
Nassau, Bahamas
Kemper, Donald E.




Satellite Bch . FL 32937
Kendrlck, Pamela G.
1100 S Lake Sybelia
Maitland. FL 32751
Kenney, Randall C.
39 Old Fish House Rd









St. Louis, MO 63109
Kettler, Sarajane T.
264 Glen Rd





















39 East 79th St














2420 NE 36th St
Ft Lauderdale. FL 33306
Klvllghan, Lauren M.















233 Old Short Hills
Short Hills. NJ 07078
Kloepple, Duane G.
3624 Steins
St. Louis. MO 63116
Kluesener, Karen M.
2012 Japomca Rd
Winter Park. FL 32792
Knight, Ann K.
5020 Brittany Drive
St. Petersburg. FL 33715
Knorowskl, Debra M.
1485 Seventy-Ninth Ave














708 South Sixth St
Pekm. IL 61554
Korens, Michael E.





















838 John Anderson Dr













Kuhn, Walter W. Ill
365 East 75th St
Indianapolis. IN 46240
Kuntz, Klmberly D.










Hilton Head Island. SC 29928
Kynoch, Kevin C.







2531 NE 49 St


























508 N E 6th Ave
Deerfield Beach. FL 33441
Langsenkamp, Stephen P.
615 Lido Drive
Ft. Lauderdale. FL 33301
Largey, David P.
























341 Bent Creek Lane
Ormond Beach, FL 32074
Leatherbury, Alicia A.
5800 Fairfax Rd. N
Mobile, AL 36608
Leavengood, William S.
1 Beoch Dr NE
St Petersburg, FL 33701
Lee, David P.
4247 South Landar Dr





161 1 S. Summerlin
Orlando. FL 32806
Leftwlch, Robert W.




W Hartford. CT 06107
Leifer, Adam G.






108 Cherry Hill Cr
Longwood, FL 32750
Lenlhan, Patricia A.






1 1 1 E 7th St





176 S Riverview Dr
Palm Bay, FL 32905
Levlne, Alan S.






1 13 Maguire Avenue












Mexico City 10 DF Mexico
Linn, Theodore F. Ill






140 W Rockwood Way
Winter Park. Fl 32789
Litchfield, Elizabeth A.













vlt Dora. FL 32757
Logan, Klmberly A.
1031 Montgomery Rd
Altamonte Springs. FL 32701
Loh, William B. Jr.
7603 Bent Bow Tr
Orlando. FL 32807




P O Box 387
Ft Wolton Beach. FL 32549
Long, Suzanne M.
1100 Sheerbrook Drive








































Glen Head. NY 11545
Macleod, Robert J.
1 1 Hales Rd
Westport. CT 06880
Macmlllan, Ronald J.
305 Live Oak Rd
Vero Beach. FL 32960
Mactaggart, Tara




Winter Park. FL 32789
Magallo, Albert




Sands Point. NY 11050
Mahfood, Margaret M.
2801 Northeast 36th St






W Melbourne. FL 32901
Maluccl, John E.
3792 N.E Ocean Blvd Apt 117
Jensen Beach. FL 33457
Maley, Michael W
6881 Rolling Rodge





526 Shore Acres Dr
Mamaroneck. NY 10543
Mansollllo, Gall A.
1704 Country Club Dr
Titusville. FL 32780
Manuh, Fredua A.
P O Box 952
Kumasi. Ghana. West Africa
Mapel, Jeanne
725 Live Oak Lane





2659 N W 42nd Avenue
Coconut Creek. FL 33066
Marchock, Lorl A.
2659 N W 42nd Avenue
Coconut Creek. FL 33326
Marcotulli, Maria L.
Cumbres de Curumo









RR #1 Cedar Valley























4594 Pine Tree Drive
Pine Tree Country Club
Boynton Beach, FL 33436
Maus, Joseph M.
408 Southeast 17 Ave
Ft Lauderdale. FL 33301
Max, Bradley A.
Box 137, Nidzyn Avenue
Remsenburg. NY 11960
Max, Frieda L.
1 16 Silver Springs Rd











55 East 72nd Street





155 Great Pond Rd
Morth Andover, MA 01845
McDanlel, Mary A.
503 Tudor Circle
Altamonte Springs, FL 32701
McDonald, Pamela A.
549 Rock ledge Dr
Rockledge, FL 32955
McDowell, Klmberly J.
99 SE 3 St
Pompano Beach, FL 33060
McElwee, Sharon A.










Winter Park. FL 32789
McNamara, Patrick D.
6 Old Coach Road
Sudbury. MA 01776
McNatt, Henry H. Ill















2114 Club Lake Court
San Angelo, TX 76901
Mclnnls, Nancy
87 N, Collier Blvd.
Island Manor Apt. J









New Castlw. PA 16105
McLaughlin, Meredith G.
420 Indian Harbor Rd
Vero Beach. FL 32960
McLaughlin, John F. Jr.















6840 East Tropical W
Plantation. FL 33317
Mehta, Rashmlka















1 790 Bayshore Dr


















Altamonte Springs. FL 32701
Mlley, Frederick G. Ill













Ponte Vedra. FL 32082
Mlnter, Thomas C.
59 Montview Ave












Sdn Antonio. TX 78209
Montgomery, Jan G.
1 1 19 Marabelle Ave
Ft Pierce. FL 33450
Moody, Melanle R.
8 Wooden Shoe Lane
Longwood. FL 32750
Moocadlan, Lisa A.
64 Washington Post Dr
Wilton. CT 06897
Moore, Janice M.







Harrington Park. NJ 07640
Morgan, John R.







Cherry Hill. NJ 08034
Morgan, Michael B.
P O Box 3912























90 Bayberry Ln, Box 1391
Duxbury, MA 02332
Mulholland, Maureen E.
3190 North Atlantic. Apt 313















Vero Beach. FL 32960
Murrah, Natalie I.














Winter Pdrk. FL 32789
N
Nalgles, Eric A.










St. Croix. VI 00820
Neville, George R.
237 Pendelton Avenue
















Nlles, Wendell E. Ill
10357 Valley Spring
Toluca Lake. CA 91602
Nlssen, Eric B.
855 Turtle Beach Rd
Lost Tree Village














614 So Thornton Ave
Dalton. GA 30720
o
O Gorman, Corey W.
2131 NE 33rd St
Lighthouse Point. FL 33064
O'Brien, Kerrle G.








New York. NY 10040
O'Grady, Terence J.
751 Placido Way. N E







O'Toole, Lawrence P. Jr.
438 Rogers Ave












Great Neck. NY 11021
Oliver, Sherl T.





















7 1 1 Bonita Dr





385 N. Cedar Ave
PO Box 1184






P O Box 3243
Jupiter. FL 33458
Ott, Mark V.




Melbourne Beach. FL 32951
Overall, Georglana M.
139 Seville Rd
W Pdlm Beach. FL 33405
Overbey, Daniel L.




























4790 Lake Cecile Drive
Kissimmee. FL 32741
Panlccla, Robert
1060 S Patrick Dr.
Indialantic. FL 32903
Panzer, Dlna L.




Winter Park. FL 32792
Parese, George A. Jr.
54 Kings Highway




















7659 S E Eagle Ave
Hobe Sound. FL 33455
Patterson, David G.
1955 Lake Ave





Royal Bank of Canada
P O Box N-7537
Nassau. Bahamas
Payne, Daniel A.
7701 Starkey Rd North
Apt 112E Bldg. 3
Seminole. FL 33543
Payne, Todd E.
40 High Ridge Rd.








2816 38th Ave W
Bradenton. FL 33505
Pender, Shawn R.




Fern Park. FL 32730
Pennington, Abby L.




Miami Shores. FL 33138
Perez, Sonia S.




W Palm Beach. FL 33407
Perkins, Nicholas B.
510 3rd Ave. P O Box 331
Melbourne Beach. FL 32951
Perkins, Thomas I.
117 Townsend Ave









Marco Island. FL 33937
Perry, Craig S.
3417 Ferndell Dr
Winter Park. FL 32792




















3091 Rockingham Dr N
Atlanta. GA 30327
Plummer, Michael A.
349 Grove Ave F2






Winter Park, FL 32792
Popp, Catherine L
2939 La Balme Tr
Ft Wayne. IN 46804
Porter, James T.




Mexico 10 DF Mexico
Portner, Stacy J.




Altamonte Springs. FL 32701
Poulln, Peggy N.






807 South Beach St
Daytona Beach. FL 32015
Powell, Thomas R.
32 Gordon Rd
Essex Fells. NJ 07021
Powhatan, Mary M.
1166-6 Ave Bid 1
Tropic Grove Villas
Vero Beach. FL 32960
Pozza, Randell A.
660 High Ridge Rd
Orange. CT 06477
Pradllla, Maria H.
3100 Northeast 48 St




















238 South Main St
Andover. MA 01810
Purvis, Jeffrey H.













153 N Lake Shore Dr
Brookfield, CT 06804
Rwe, Korl
2 Sand Dune Dr
New Smyrna Beach. FL 32069
Ratio, Susan E.
620 S Fork landing Rd
Maple Shade. NJ 08052
Rafman, Nell M.
162-80 85th St
Howard Beach. NY 11414
Rahemtulla, Karlm P.
Day's Inn ot Clermont
Route 2. P.O. Box 1
Clermont. FL 32711
Ramsey, Wellington J. IV




New Port Richey. FL 33552
Rauld, William G.
Box 1533
APO Miami. FL 34002
Ray, Richard M. Jr.
Rollins College. General Delivery
Winter Park. FL 32789
Raymond, Joseph J. Jr.
20 Salem Dr
Colts Neck. NJ 07722
Raynolds, Helen W.
25 Second St. Apt C-3
Stamford. CT 06905
Reddlck, Cynthia A.









807 Leopard Tr Tuscawilla





















127 Minute Man Road
Ridgefield. CT 06877
Richards, Daniel J.
5019 Gran Lac Ave
Orlando. FL 32809
Richardson, Virginia H.















3713 Pine Ridge Road
Orlando, FL 32808
Riley, John A.
1 19 Blaine Road
Louisville, KY 40222
Rltsch, Robert W.


















400 Madison St Apt. 203
Alexandria. VA 22314
Rodgers, Harriet W.
P O Box 997
C/O MR E M Radcliffe
W Memphis. AR 72301
Rodriguez, Lisa A.
2305 Middleton Ave
Winter Park. FL 32792
Rogers, Phyllis L.
39 Walnut Ave
























2750 NE 48th Ct























Kaspar 8i Richter. P.
D-8521 Ultenreuth West Germany
Rugglero, Clementina M.




Glen Cove. NY 11542
Russell, Ellen L.
1 Los Olas Cr
Ft Lauderdale. FL 33316
Russo, Christopher M.









1002 Knox McRae 211
Titusville. FL 32780
Salmon, Margaret P.









P O Box 9-030
Panama 9 Republic ot Panama
Sander, Randall M.










Upper Montclair. NJ 07043
Sauer, EMssa A.
1 19 Hudson St
Hudson. OH 44236
Savastlo, Klmberly A.
White Elephant Farm, Box 226
Malvern. PA 19355
Savlano, Steven J.
2420 NE 32nd Ct












Winter Park. FL 32789
Sayers, Clinton T.













Ellicott City. MD 21043
Schelstal, Anthony J.
408 Westchester Dr
Altamonte Springs. FL 32701
Scherer, Kerry K.
3300 Delahaut St,








135 Factory Pond Rd








P O Box 5

















1422 S E Second Ave





530 Turtle Hatch Rd
Naples, FL 33940
Sedlak, Timothy M.
495 South Beach Road
Hobe Sound, FL 33455
Seeman, David B. Jr.
105 Goose Hill Rd
Cold Spring Harbor. NY 11724
Selecter, Timothy S.
3324 East Atlantic


















700 Ponce de Leon Dr





Box 1717. Rollins College
Winter Park. FL 32789
Shanahan, Keith E.
4862 C Alder Dr
West Palm Beach. FL 33409
Shankweller, C.W.
4300 N Ocean Blvd
Ft Lauderdale. FL 33308
Shannon, Sarah P.
95 Salem Rd.
New Canaan. CT 06840
Sharp, Jennifer J.
























100 Robinson Ave. Apt A3







Shorln, Joseph E. Ill
384 E Shore Rd





























1413 E Stetson Dr.
Cocoa. FL 32922
Simmons, Robin L.



















Ft Myers. FL 33901
Slavens, John W.
414 Park North Ct
Winter Park. FL 32789
Slowlk, Thaddeus M. Ill
7901 N Kildare Ave
Skokie. IL 60076
Smart, Lisa B.
510 E Hackberry Dr.
Arlington, IL 60004
Smith, Allison C.
2930 SW 13th Ct
Ft Lauderdale. FL 33312
Smith, Antoinette J.
























23 Briar Brae Rd
Darien. CT 06820
Smith, Tamle R.
908 Red Bird Lane
Altamonte Springs. FL 32701
Smith, Samuel H. Ill
30110 Applewood Dr
Bay Village, OH 44140
Snyder, Susan E.
15030 Southwest 89 Ave
Miami, FL 33176
Sokol, Andrew J.
13371 SW 114th Lane
Miami, FL 33716
Solomons, Barry
1857 Sable Palm Circle
Boca Raton. FL 33432
Solorzano, Ernesto P.
1 19 Harbor Drive


















Winter Park, FL 32789
Spring, Gerard
1231 Arlington Rd
Winter Park. FL 32789
Squires, Temesla G.
1 10 Pineapple Lane
Altamonte Springs. FL 32701
St. Jean, Mark
Allen Road. RFD 1
Sturbndge, MA 01566
Stadthagen, David J.
11468 S W 86 Ln
Miami. FL 33173
Staffeld, Erica M.
8372 Ins Avenue North
Seminole. FL 33543
Stake, Elizabeth M.
1602 The Oaks Dr
Maitland. FL 32751
Stalder, Laurel L.



















Winter Park. FL 32792
Stelnmann, Coverly C.















401 Northwest 17 Place






Merritt Island. FL 32952
Stoner, Jane D.




Des Moines. IA 50312
Storer, Douglas R.




San Jose Costa Rica
Stovall, Bruce C.
10 Linbrook Rd
West Hartford. CT 06107
Strauss, Marc E.





















C-115 Winter Pork Green, Lee Rd
Winter Park. LFL 32789
Sweeney, Barbara A.
4961 59th Avenue South
St Petersburg. FL 33715
Swindle, Christopher K.
137 Clarke Avenue






Ft Lauderddle. FL 33308
T
Talbert, Madelynn M.















300 Jamestown Dr Apt 806E
Winter Park. FL 32792
Tarnow, John C.
102 Troy St.









Winter Park, FL 32790
Taylor, Anthony L.




Pine Brook, NJ 07058
Taylor, Sally C.










Upper Montclair. NJ 07043
Tex, Marcl D.






1731 Belle Hanen Rd
Alexandria. VA 22307
Thomas, Pamela J.






407 Parkland Dr SE





720 Bel Air Ct
Naples. FL 33940
Tlerney, John J. Ill
108 Granville Dr
Cherry Hill. NJ 08034
Tlllery, James R.
1621 Via Tuscany
Winter Park, FL 32789
Tlmmeney, Dawn A.
3655 Waynesfield Dr
Newtown Square, PA 19073
Tlmmer, Andrew J.
1 1 1 Long Leaf Lane






Great Barrmgton, MA 01230
Totfey, John J.V
23 Berkshire Heights








2232 King Alpine's Cir
Winter Park. FL 32792
Traylor, Mary K.
















Miller Place. NY 1 1 764
u
Ulery, Mitchell D.




St Louis. MO 63129
Uzlelll, Caroline P.
333 East 57th Street






1121 27th Avenue N
St Cloud. MN 56301
Valley, Michelle M.
1121 27th Avenue N
St, Cloud. MN 56301
Van Bergen, Carolyn J.
1105 W Vine St
Springfield, IL 62704
Van Breemen, Louis D.
Apartado 12 La Romana
Dominican Republic
Van der Lee, Petronella W.





Van der Lee, Henrlcus C. Jr.





















196 Mdrkel Dr N
Winter Garden, FL 32787




35 Fort Royal Isle

















25 Pilot Rock Lane
Riverside. CT 06878
Vonder Helde, Paul F.
2621 W 103rd Pldce
Chicago, IL 60655
Vu, Hoa M.











Winter Park. FL 32792
Walbel, Steven G.










Cocoa Beach, FL 32931
Wallace, Llta G.
Route 3. Box 564
Apopka, FL 32703
Wallens, Jennifer A.
205 St Andrews Blvd








847 E 5th St
So Boston. MA 02127
Walter, Ronald S.
3741 Northwest 11th
Coconut Creek. FL 33066
Waltke, Taryn C.
53 Daryl Lane








900 Spanish River Blvd
Boca Raton, FL 33431
Warren, Melissa A.
303 Bedford Center























2500 Sea Island Drive






Winter Park. FL 32789
Weeks, Elizabeth D.
1821 Blue Ridge Rd





























Winter Park, FL 32792
West, Tammy K.
10933 W Flamingo Blvd. Route 6
Brooksville, FL
Wettsteln, Cynthia O.
712 Palma Sola Blvd
Bradenton, FL 33529
Whalen, Emily
447 E 57th St.

















240 South Shorth Street
Lake Mary, FL 32746
Wlckley, Mary Beth
44 Halt Mile Rd
Red Bank. NJ 07701
Wlechelt, Lorl D.
144 N Dithndge, Apt 803
Pittsburgh. PA 15213
Wlesenhahn, David R.
















Winter Park. FL 32792
Williams, Agnes W.






920 S Mills Ave
Orlando. FL 32806
Williams, Marybeth
270 St David Dr





471 E. Evanston Cr.
Ft Lauderdale. FL 33312







5708 Old Chester Rd
Bethesda. MD 20034
Wilson, Anita















641 Southwest 16 Street
Boca Raton. FL 33432
Winkelman, Scott C.
43 W Lake St
Skaneateles, NY 13152
Wlskowskl, Tara L.
1508 A Clalbash St
Balboa, Panama
Wltchey, Douglas R.





Wlttbold, John G. Ill
512 Mockingbird Ln
McAllen. TX 78501
Wong, Cho Mel C.
1920 Strathaven Rd
Winter Park. FL 32792
Wood, James B.
5341 Fairfield Way
Ft Myers, FL 33907
Wood, Robert R.
400 East Mam St Apt B-4
Endicott. NY 13760
Wootton, Donna M.



















4621 South Ocean Blvd
Highland Beach. FL 33431
Veager, Jonathan B.
38 Park Street South


















Sea Island. GA 31561
Ypsllantls, Mary M.
46 Boulevard Des Tra
Geneva, Switzerland CH 1206
Zadek, Barbara E.
591 1 Bonnie View Dr
Baltimore. MD 21209
Zangwlll, R. Michael






Rollins College. Box 2450











R.F.D 3. P O Box 348
Hoopeston, IL 60942
Zuanlch, Kathreen M.
2570 Del Logo Dr
Ft Lauderdale. FL 33316
Zuber, Tiffany A.
6848 Tiburon Circle
Boca Raton. FL 33433
Zuckerman, Gregg I.
102 Gate Ridge Rd
Easton. CT 06425




